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Spring/Summer Apparel: The Multi-Faceted Journey of the “New Consumer”
Physical Locations at the Nexus of the Omni-Channel Environment
SPRING/SUMMER APPAREL: HIGHLIGHTS FROM ICSC’S LATEST SURVEY
“New Consumer” in Hunt for Seasonal Merchandise
 The “new consumer” possesses greater means than ever to research, experience and decide on spring/summer apparel.
 Omni-channel platforms—increasing fixtures of the retail landscape in the last few years—continue to empower this new
consumer, who still uses the physical store as the nexus on the journey to purchasing an item.
A Propensity to Shop as the Weather Turns Warm
 Nearly three-fifths of American adults will shop and spend on spring/summer apparel in 2016.
 Nine of 10 (90%) of these warm-weather apparel shoppers will do so in a store or physical location.
 Altogether, 97% of respondents will shop in these locations or through online retailers with physical locations.
Physical Locations To Take Lion’s Share of Spending
 Overall, American adults shopping for spring/summer apparel have spent or will spend an average of $193.70, with only
$26.90 of this to be spent online from pure-online retailers.
 Those with the highest household income will spend the most, while the group with the lowest household income will
spend the least.
 Generation Xers will lead spending among the age groups.
Start of Seasonal Apparel Spending: When the Consumer Determines
 The largest group of survey respondents (31%) intends to start shopping for clothes whenever they “have the time.”
 “When the weather gets warmer” is the second-most cited reason for when consumers intend to launch seasonal shopping.
Major Store Types Still Lure Consumers
 A little more than half of spring/summer apparel buyers will go to a discount store and half to a traditional department
store.
 A bit more than one-quarter (28%) of spring/summer apparel shoppers will visit a specialty apparel store.
Spending Intentions Remain Steady
 Nearly half (49%) of respondents have spent or will spend the same amount as last year.
 Just over one-quarter (26%) of respondents intend to spend more on spring/summer apparel than last year. (An equivalent
percentage say that they intend to spend less.)
Varied Motivations for Spending More or Less
 The need to refresh wardrobes was cited by nearly half of respondents indicating they would spend more on spring/
summer apparel. (Better economic conditions were not really a factor.)
 A little more than three of five respondents who said they would spend less on warm weather apparel said they did not
need anything/much else.
Enclosed Malls Preferred for Spring/Summer Apparel Spending
 Nearly four of 10 warm weather apparel shoppers will visit an enclosed mall.
 Apparel shoppers for spring and summer also cited factory outlets (26%) and other open-air center types (21%).
Tools of the Omni-Channel Shopper: Research Online and Mobile Devices
 Before visiting stores, 48% of spring/summer apparel buyers intend to research items online.
 Mobile devices have been or will be used by 69% of warm weather apparel buyers.
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Introduction
Nearly three-fifths (57%) of American adults will shop and spend on spring/summer apparel in whole or in part this
year. Of particular interest to the nation’s shopping centers, 90% of these seasonal apparel shoppers will do so in a
store or physical location. Even more tellingly, 97% will shop either in these locations or through an online retailer with
physical locations. (See Table 1.)
Table 1 - Percent of Spring/Summer Apparel Shoppers by Retail Format
Age Group

ALL

Millennials

Gen X

Baby Boomers

90%

92%

88%

90%

38%

44%

40%

33%

…Ship to Home

29%

33%

31%

26%

…Pickup in Store

25%

29%

27%

20%

Pure Online Retailers

34%

47%

36%

22%

Other Sources (catalogs, phone orders)

16%

14%

14%

20%

Physical Stores / Establishments
Online Retailers with Physical Stores

97%

These findings emerged from a new poll of approximately 1,000 adult Americans, conducted between March 4 and 6,
2016, by ORC International on behalf of ICSC. The overwhelming preference for physical locations is part of a multifaceted picture related to age, income, and gender distinctions that shopper center landlords and retailers will want to
bear in mind as they launch promotional campaigns in the coming weeks.
Convenience-minded consumers, for instance, like to have more than one option in hand, making their progress
toward completing the purchase more multi-dimensional. For instance, one of every four (25%) of those who will shop
for this warmer weather apparel will do so in whole or in part online from retailers with a physical presence, then pick
up in store. These numbers confirm how retailers are increasingly appealing across physical, online and mobile
platforms to a “new consumer” with greater means than ever to research, experience and decide on a product.
The generations differ little in terms of shopping in store or other physical locations, with nearly 90% of all groups
doing so. But wide variations exist when it comes to shopping online for spring/summer apparel. Again, as seen in
Table 1, the youngest group, the millennials, displays the greatest willingness to shop in whole or in part from pureonline retailers (47%), followed by Gen-Xers (36%) and baby boomers (22%). The same youngest-to-oldest pattern
holds for shopping online from retailers with a physical presence (millennials, 44%; Gen-Xers, 40%; and baby boomers,
33%).
Pure online retailers also seem to generate gender-based differences, with 41% of men shopping for warm season
apparel indicating that they would do so through this format while only 29% of women will.
Where and How Much Will Shoppers Spend?
An average of $193.70 will be spent by American adults shopping for spring/summer apparel, with $111.20
earmarked for stores or other physical retailers, $26.90 to be spent online from pure-online retailers, $24.60 online
from retailers with a physical presence and ship-home option, $21.20 online from retailers with a physical presence
and an in-store pickup option, and $9.80 from other channels such as catalogs and phone orders. (See Table 2.)
Table 2 - Spring/Summer Apparel Shopper Spending by Retail Format
Age Group

ALL
Physical Stores / Establishments
Online Retailers with Physical Stores
…Ship to Home

$157.00

Millennials

Gen X

Baby Boomers

$111.20

$99.30

$123.40

$112.70

$45.80

$44.10

$53.30

$43.60

$24.60

$25.00

$25.30

$26.30

…Pickup in Store

$21.20

$19.10

$28.00

$17.20

Pure Online Retailers

$26.90

$34.10

$27.50

$20.20

$9.80

$5.80

$5.70

$17.10

$193.70

$183.30

$209.90

$193.60

Other Sources (catalogs, phone orders)
Total
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Unlike for percentage share of overall patronage, the group with the highest household income (more than
$100,000) will spend the most ($231.70), with the lowest expenditure ($166.10) for the group with the least
household income (less than $35K). Males will outspend females by nearly 18%, for an overall average of $211.80.
Overall, again as seen in Table 2, Generation X consumers intend to spend the most among the age cohorts for
spring/summer apparel ($209.90), and also among those who will shop online from stores with a physical presence
before opting to ship home and/or pick up in store ($53.30, or approximately 19% more than millennials and baby
boomers). In contrast, millennials will outspend the other age groups among pure online retailers.
The Start of Seasonal Apparel Spending: Little Uniform Response
When it comes to spurring spending for spring/summer apparel, retailers and their landlords are mostly subject to
consumer whims. As seen in Chart 1, nearly one-third (31%) of survey respondents will begin shopping for clothes
for the warmer seasons whenever they “have the time.” Slightly less (29%) will do so as the weather gets warmer.
The point when merchants can make a difference, when items are put on sale, does not come until the end of the
season, when 17% of spring/summer apparel shoppers say they can at last begin to purchase.

Percent of Spring/Summer Apparel
Shoppers

Chart 1 - Spring/Summer Apparel Shopping Start
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Other reasons for starting are offered by smaller percentages of consumers:
*When the consumer feels in a better financial/economic situation (8%);
*When new styles are out (5%);
*When it is officially spring (3%);
*When (or, to be more correct, if) the consumer receives a tax refund (2%); or
*When particular styles become trendy or most popular (2%).
End-of-season sales matter more to baby boomers (19%) than to Generation X (17%) and millennial (15%)
consumers when they figure when to start shopping for the season. On the other hand, achieving a better financial/
economic positon was cited more often by millennials (14%) than by Generation X (6%) and baby boomers (4%).
Moreover, those in the lowest income group are more likely than more affluent consumers to commence shopping
when the weather turns warmer (34%) or their financial position improves (13%).
Which Store Venues Are Most Likely to be Shopped?
As Chart 2 depicts, a little more than half (52%) of those who will shop for spring/summer apparel will visit
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discount stores, 50% traditional department stores, and 28% specialty apparel stores. Other venues were cited
somewhat less often: online-only retailers (21%), secondhand/vintage shops (12%), wholesale clubs and sporting
goods stores (11% each), and catalogs (8%).

Percent of Spring/Summer Apparel
Shoppers

Chart 2 - Spring/Summer Apparel Shopping Venues
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Specialty apparel stores represent the most significant differences among the generations when it comes to these
shopping venues. More than four out of 10 (44%) of millennials shop there, versus 28% of Gen Xers and only 15% of
baby boomers. (In contrast, baby boomers are more likely, at 13%, to shop through catalogs than millennials and
Gen Xers.)
Who Will Spend More—and Less—on Warm Weather Apparel This Year?
Of those shopping for spring/summer apparel this year, 49% have spent or plan to spend the same as in 2015. The
same share—26%—say they intend to spend more and less than last year. (See Chart 3.) More millennials (32%) will
exceed last year’s spending on spring/summer apparel compared with Generation X (27%) and baby boomers (20%).

Percent of Spring/Summer Apparel
Shoppers

Chart 3 - Spend More or Less on Spring/Summer Apparel
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Percent of Spring/Summer Apparel
Shoppers Who Have/Will Spend More

Reasons for Spending More—and Less
As seen in Chart 4, among those who intend to spend more on spring/summer apparel this year, the number-one
reason—cited by nearly half (47%)—of respondents—was the need to refresh their wardrobe. That reason was cited
most often regardless of gender, age cohort, or income group. Additional reasons cited were the increased cost of
the item the consumer wants (16%); favorable weather conditions (15%); good promotions and lower prices (also
15%); more occasions to wear spring/summer apparel (14%); fewer personal budget constraints (13%); a better
overall economic environment (11%); and appealing new seasonal fashion trends (10%). (In short, better economic
conditions were not really a factor.) Among the 9% who cited “other,” the top two reasons for spending more were:
lost/losing weight, and more children and/or grandchildren to shop for.
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Chart 4 - Reasons for Spending More on Spring/Summer
Apparel
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Percent of Spring/Summer Apparel
Shoppers Who Have/Will Spend Less

Among those spending less on spring/summer apparel this year, the major reason, cited by 61% of respondents, is
that they did not need anything/much else, which was a general consensus by gender, age and income groups. (See
Chart 5.) However, despite all groups citing “not needing more” as the top reason for spending less, the shares of
each cohort who indicated this varied: 82% of baby boomers, 62% of Gen X and 36% of millennials. One-third (33%)
pointed to additional budget constraints, with the following offered as other reasons: not as many occasions to need
spring summer apparel (9%); what they want costs less (7%); an overall worsening economic environment (6%);
poor promotions and higher prices incline them to buy less than they would otherwise (3%); and unappealing
seasonal fashion trends (1%).
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Chart 5 - Reasons for Spending Less on Spring/Summer
Apparel
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Favorite Center Types for Warm Weather Apparel Spending
Among spring/summer apparel shoppers, 39% will visit an enclosed mall. Factory outlets were named by 26% and
other open-air shopping center types by 21%. All groups will visit malls over the other types of centers. By age
cohort, malls are most popular with millennials (48%), followed by baby boomers (36%) and Generation X (33%).
Research Online: Who Does It, and How Much?
Nearly half (48%) of buyers of spring/summer apparel will research online before visiting a store. Slightly more
than half (52%) of men will do so compared with 46% of women. Millennials (51%) will be more likely to conduct
online research than baby boomers (48%), and households with income less than $35K (55%) more than those in the
highest-income level (46%).
Mobile Usage: High Among Those In Store
Nearly seven of 10 (69%) of those shopping for spring/summer apparel in store or picking up online purchases in
store will use their mobile devices. Among those using these devices, the most popular reasons cited for doing so
are to: compare prices (51%); obtain coupons or digital discounts (43%); check availability/inventory (26%); take
pictures of items (23%); check ratings or reviews (20%); e-mail/text friends/family about items (14%); pay at the
checkout (12%). (See Chart 6.)

Percent of Spring/Summer Apparel
Shoppers Who Use Mobile Device In Store

Chart 6 - Mobile Device Usage While Shopping In Store
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Conclusion: The Color of Spring—and of Money
The spring and summer seasons may represent an opportunity for consumers to refresh their wardrobes, but they
will not be veering far from the formula they have used with ever-increasing frequency these last few years: Using
every available platform in the omni-channel era to pursue a good buy. At the same time, the physical store remains
a crucial part of the journey of this “new consumer,” for whom the color returning outside with this change of
seasons matches the hoped-for “color of money” they will save on good deals—green.
Related to spring/summer apparel, readers may also be interested in Easter survey results recently published by ICSC Research.
Food and Beverages Central to Consumers’ Easter Purchases
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